To
The Director
Lexicon Management Institute of Leadership & Excellence
The Lexicon Group of Institutes,
Gat no 726, Nagar Rd,
Wagholi, Pune, Maharashtra 412207

4th December 2020

Subject: Letter of appreciation

Dear Sir,

Centre for Education Growth and Research (CEGR) is the leading and only education think tank in India,
credited with four innovations. CEGR provides a platform for exchange of dialogue among educationists,
the media and policy makers and augments educational growth and research. With over 10,000 aligned
academicians, corporate and researchers, the CEGR National Council includes His Excellency-Governor of
Kerala; Chairman-National Board of Accreditation; Regulators from AICTE; 50 Chancellors and Vice
Chancellors from various regions of India and leading industrialists.
The Covid 19 Pandemic has bought about a lot of changes in the overall working of the country and
more so in the Education Industry.
We have been closely monitoring the Journey of Lexicon Management Institute Of Leadership and
Excellence (Lexicon MILE) .
We recognize the fact that:
1. Lexicon MILE has about 20 current vice Chancellors on their Advisory Board.
2.The research wing of the Lexicon MILE (Lexicon Centre of Innovation and Research) has been doing
research of good level and presenting its research findings to various Government Departments and
Corporate sector.
3. During the Pandemic, The online education of the Institute has been of good quality covering all the
subjects.
4. The holistic development of the students was looked at, and The Institute went out of the way to
arrange for the guests speakers ranging from various professions which included Scientists, Civil
Servants, Entrepreneurs, Medical Professionals, Engineers, Charted Accountants, Management
Professionals, Architects and others.

5. The councilors were active to ensure good mental health of the students.
6. The Institute set up an Innovation Centre which was helping and is still helping the budding
entrepreneurs to perform well during the Covid 19 Pandemic.
7. The Placement cell was active and ensured that the students were well placed despite the fact that
the country was facing a lockdown and the entire nation had come to a halt.
8. The Winter Internship was done in various departments of the government to ensure that learning
doesn’t stop.
It gives us Immense pleasure to state that Lexicon Management Institute Of Leadership and Excellence
(Lexicon MILE) has maintained good standards and performed very well during the past few years and
more particularly during the pandemic times owing to which we would like to officially place it amongst
the top rated Management Institutes of the country. The standards of Lexicon MILE are compared to the
IIMs and other futuristic Management Institutes of the World.
Heartiest Congratulations for this achievement and hope that the Institute continues to perform the
way it has been doing and ensure the students benefit even more.
Best wishes,

Ravish Roshan
Director
Centre for Education Growth and Research
Website: www.cegr.in
Mobile: +91-99-7102-6007 +91-98-1813-6050

